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TEACHER PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY
To support positive social and cognitive connection in this lesson:
• my goals for my students are…     
                                                         
• my goals for myself as teacher are…
I believe a sense of connection is important in the classroom because…
I think my students think a sense of connection is important because…
GOALS
THE FACS MATRIX OF SOCIAL SYNCHRONY IN THE CLASSROOM
DATE:                                  CLASS:                                          SUBJECT/ TOPIC/ CONCEPT:
FAMILIARITY
How familiar and comfortable 
learners feel with:
• the teacher
• their peers
• the learning experience
• the learning outcomes.
AFFECT
Emotional state of learners 
and teachers, and its impact 
upon learner engagement, 
interest, attention, enjoyment 
and motivation.
COMPETENCE
Self-efficacy of teachers’ and 
learners
Learner confidence in the 
capacity of teacher and peers 
to support learner goals.
STUDENT VOICE & CHOICE
Opportunities for learners to 
contribute to discussion, ask & 
answer questions, “be heard”, 
and have choice in learning 
experiences.
FAMILIARITY AFFECT COMPETENCE STUDENT VOICE & CHOICE
As I plan for this lesson/ class, I wonder...
Read through the prompts and respond to those most relevant to this lesson/ class
AW
AR
EN
ES
S
Are there new students who are not yet 
familiar with their peers, the school, or me?
How can I best support them?
What strategies could I use to:
• Get to know them?
• Help them get to know others?
• Make them feel ‘safe’ to be themselves?
About prior interactions: 
How do my prior interactions impact on my 
current relationships? Is there anything I need to 
do to address this?
About student social choices:
What personal, social or cultural factors may 
impact the way individual students may interact 
and connect with myself and with each other? 
How do I support this?
Are there students who choose to isolate 
themselves in class? Why?
About gender balance: 
Does gender impact the way in which students 
work or how they interact in the lesson? 
How do I promote gender equity in my class?
About the attribution of group status:
Do I or the students subconsciously label 
groups/ each other? How does this impact 
interactions and learning?
How are each of my students feeling 
about:
• this class/ lesson?
• this subject?
• their learning?
• each other?
• me?
• life in general?
How might this impact their learning?
How am I feeling about:
• this class/ lesson?
• each student?
• my teaching & preparation?
• life in general?
How might this impact my teaching 
today?
How could I support my students in 
this lesson through:
• engaging interest, curiosity and 
enjoyment?
• demonstrating value of each individual?
What is important to me as a teacher?
• For my learners?
• For myself?
• For my subject?
• For my school?
How competent does each 
student feel about this class/ 
subject/ topic based on their:
• prior experience?
• confidence?
• individual learning goals, needs 
and interests?
How can I ensure individual 
students feel confident in my 
capacity to:
• “Know what they know”? 
• provide them with appropriate 
challenge?
• best support their learning goals?
How can I best:
• design and deliver an effective 
learning experience that embraces 
social learning?
• make the content relevant, 
meaningful and interesting to 
individual students and groups?
• minimize any contextual 
challenges eg: room change, 
limited resources, shortened 
lesson, and optimize their learning 
experience?
• incorporate social learning 
experiences and opportunities?
Have I incorporated 
opportunities that 
encourage the sharing 
of thoughts, ideas and 
questions in a safe 
environment by:
• preparing whole class/ 
group discussion points/ 
questions?
• providing time for 
students to interact 
with one another 
and engage with the 
content to deepen their 
understanding & relate it 
to what they know?
• considering other 
means for student 
responses and ‘voice’: 
visual, graphic, textual? 
How might students 
have the opportunity 
to choose:
• how they are learning?
• what they are learning 
about?
• who they are learning 
from?
My planning and thoughts:
FAMILIARITY AFFECT COMPETENCE
STUDENT 
VOICE 
& CHOICE
When interacting with students in this lesson, I will focus on ...
Select 1 or 2 from each column and highlight
AC
TI
ON
Modelling:
• positive social interaction 
skills
• academic and emotional 
empathy 
Engaging:
• students in “small talk”
• all students in conversation & 
discussion
• with and getting to know less 
familiar students
• more positively and frequently 
with those students that I have 
a weaker connection with
Promoting: 
• fairness & equity for all 
students 
• the improvement of previously 
strained relationships
Being mindful of:
• attentional bias or blindness: 
do I spend more time with 
students I am familiar with/ feel 
a greater connection to and 
less time with those I am less 
familiar/ connected to? Do I 
attend to a particular group/ 
gender/ area of the room?
• using proximity to connect to 
each learner during the lesson
• demonstrating interest in them 
beyond the classroom 
Modelling:
• positive emotions and behaviours 
• positive energy and focus
• genuine care, respect and value for ALL 
of my students
Engaging:
• positive emotions through fun, 
enjoyment, curiosity, wonder, novelty
Promoting:
• genuine, positive relationships through 
academic, social and emotional trust and 
respect with students, particularly those I 
don’t yet feel a strong connection to
• the valuing of individual differences and 
students “being themselves”
Being mindful of:
• valuing & responding to learner 
uniqueness
• providing appropriate positive 
reinforcement for effort
• being present & available for all 
students
• verbal & non-verbal feedback as an 
indicator of learner emotional states
• vocal tone of responses from students 
as an indication of emotions and 
understanding
• the social emotions or dominant “vibe” 
in the room: if positive, seek ways to 
harness through contagion; if negative, 
seek ways to infiltrate or influence
• my emotional state and its impact on the 
learners
Promoting learning, thinking and discussion 
through/ by:
• a range of questioning techniques
• using learner feedback to adapt my instruction/ 
response
• providing feedback at the task, process, self-
regulation and self levels, and ensure students 
engage with it
• avoiding unnecessary or excessive instructions or 
talk
• scaffolding learner thinking
• checking students know what to do and where to 
go next
• providing appropriate challenge
• having high expectations of all students
• targeting student interest through meaningful, 
relevant and valuable content & activities
• co-construction of knowledge 
• opportunities for academic and creative risk-taking
Promoting inclusion through:
• joint attention through deliberate use of eye gaze, 
gesture, body language 
• attending to all parts of the room by utilizing:
       - peripheral sight/ hearing; 
       - proximity
       - eye gaze and tracking
• checking in on individual student goals & intentions 
for this subject/ topic
• considering and valuing individual learner needs
• identifying a particular student who needs 
additional support and work more closely with them 
to achieve small successes
• demonstrating that I am also a learner
• developing & discussing shared learning & social 
goals
Promoting:
• peer–support/ 
feedback/ reflection
• asking questions of 
and contributions from 
all students
• considered student 
responses to feedback 
• peer and class 
conversation, 
discussion & debate
• and modeling positive 
language about work, 
self & others
• the articulation of 
individual learning 
goals & intentions
• promoting “positive 
noise” focused on 
learning
Responding:
• to students’ questions 
& checking for 
understanding
FAMILIARITY AFFECT COMPETENCE STUDENT VOICE & CHOICE
When fostering positive social interaction between students in this lesson, I will focus on ...
Select one & highlight
AC
TI
ON
Promoting:
• social learning opportunities & 
interaction within and beyond familiar 
groups
• academic and emotional empathy: 
understanding & helping one another
• student interest in others’ strengths 
& passions
• group rather than paired or separate 
seating (where appropriate)
Being mindful of:
• social cliques which may negatively 
influence broader interaction, and 
seek opportunities to collapse these
• gender and gender balance 
influences on interaction
Establishing:
• physical, cognitive, emotional and social 
safety for all students e.g.:  discouraging 
sarcasm, ‘put-downs’, unconstructive 
criticism
• social expectations: supportive, 
co-operative, respectful, productive 
behaviours
Modelling:
• positive language about learning and 
each other
• the imitation of social cues such as 
vocal tone, facial expressions, body 
language
Providing:
• opportunities for 
learners to engage in 
some synchronized 
behaviours and states
Establishing:
• clear expectations 
& roles around group 
activities
Providing:
• opportunities for students to check 
answers/ ideas/ responses with peers 
• opportunities for students to paraphrase 
content with peers
• non-verbal ways to ‘have a voice’ in group 
tasks
• student choice over groups/ activities with 
boundaries
Modelling:
• and encouraging questions & responses of 
each other
• appropriate vocal tone, feedback, and 
questioning
• active listening and engagement with 
others’ ideas
I chose these actions because:
In response to these identified actions I (note here any changes in your practice/ approach or increases in your awareness in this lesson as a result of 
identifying these actions):
VERBAL COMMUNICATION NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
When interacting with students and when 
students are interacting with each other, I am 
looking and listening for the extent to which students...
Select behaviours relating to your identified Action priorities
When interacting with students and when 
students are interacting with each other, I am looking for... 
   Select behaviours relating to your identified Action priorities
AT
TE
NT
IO
N
Familiarity
• interact positively with others outside their immediate peer network and the nature 
of these interactions
• support and help one another
• co-construct knowledge
Affect
• feel safe & comfortable in the classroom (physical, social, emotional and 
academic) as seen through: 
       - academic and creative risk taking; 
       - open discussion with each other; 
       - listening to others and engaging with others’ ideas
       - demonstrate supportive, cooperative, productive, effective              
         behaviours; 
       - are “being themselves”
• imitate one another’s or my own vocal tone, volume and speed
• uses positive language about learning, self and others
Competence
• seek out, understand and engage with my feedback & responses
• understand what to do now and where to go next
• are actively rather than passively engaging in tasks as shown through responding, 
discussion, brainstorming etc. rather than avoiding responding, avoiding feedback
• demonstrate a collaborative or ego-centric learning focus – share learning goals 
with others
• establish & follow well-defined group roles
Student Voice and Choice
• contribute ideas to group/ class/ peers
• openly respond and ask questions 
• respond to questions with quality, clarity, and depth  
• fill the room with productive, “Positive noise”
• minimize the alteration of language when working with friends compared to when 
working with less familiar others: depth, intent, affect
• responsively engage in “small talk” with teachers and others
Familiarity                                              
• ‘Shadows of synchrony’ – students seeking/ having connection with 
distracted others across the class or with others outside of class/ group
• inclusion rather than social cliques 
• students having peers they are familiar and comfortable with, that they 
trust and can work effectively with
Affect
Body Language:
• imitation/ contagion of body language of groups/ individuals when 
particular students are responding/ talking/ presenting 
• dominant body language/ vibe of the classroom
• relaxed body language that would indicate a sense of safety, comfort, 
security and trust 
• student body language as they engage with myself, each other and the 
task
• positive body language: facing speaker, leaning forward, smiling, 
nodding, eye contact, eye tracking of learning focus
• eye contact with self and others
• the physical state of students – energized or “zoning out”
Emotions:
• individual students emotional states and how these promote/ hinder the 
learning and social experience
• the impact of my own emotional state upon the students
• contagion of emotional states and behaviours between individuals/ 
groups
Competence
• level of engagement: Active = involved, interested; Passive = copying 
down work, not contributing, distracted
Student Voice and Choice
• choice of seat/ table/ location in room
How successful were you in achieving your goals to support positive social and cognitive connection in today’s lesson?  (Self-evaluation)
Explain why you think this level of success was achieved. (Causal attribution)
How did this level of success make you feel? Why? (Self-satisfaction/ affect)
Briefly describe/ explain and comment on the success of any new strategies/ approaches you used in today’s lesson to support positive social and 
cognitive connection.
What would you adapt/ change/ include to enhance the level of social and academic connection?  (Adaptive/ defensive decisions)
AD
AP
TA
TI
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